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ABSTRACT

A prototype software package for a fully interactive Generalized Object-Oriented Simulation
Environment (GOOSE) is being developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Dynamic models are
easily constructed and tested; fully interactive capabilities allow the user to alter model parameters
and complexity without recompilation. This environment provides access to powerful tools such as
numerical integration packages, graphical displays, and online help. In GOOSE, portability has
been achieved by creating the environment in Objective-O, which is supported by a variety of
platforms including UNIX and DOS. GOOSE Version 1.4 introduces new enhancements like the
capability of creating "initial," "dynamic," and "digital" methods. The object-oriented approach to
simulation used in GOOSE combines the concept of modularity with the additional features of
allowing precompilation, optimization, testing, and validation of individual modules. Once a
library of classes has been defined and compiled, models can be built and modified without
recompilation. GOOSE Version 1.4 is primarily command-line driven.

A software library of nuclear reactor component models for the new simulation environment
is also being developed. The most important characteristics of this library are modularity, with
different levels of model complexity; and generality, so that most plant components can be
modeled and different reactor designs can be simulated.

OVERVIEW

GOOSE is a software package consisting of three basic tools: a Class Developer, an
Environment Builder, and a Runtime Environment. The Class Developer allows the user to create
classes of the model components. The Environment Builder creates an executable simulation
environment that includes classes specified by the user. The Runtime Environment allows the user



to build, modify, and execute the model through the dynamic creation, connection, modification,
and deletion of model objects from the classes included in the environment. Online help is
available in all three GOOSE tools.

DEFINING A CLASS

The Class Developer enables the user to specify descriptions of the model components. The
user produces the necessary class definition, source code, and online help files for each class
definition it reads and saves. These files are available to the user and to other GOOSE tools. The
purpose of the class definition is to define the structure and behavior of objects that belong to the
class being defined.

After the Class Developer has read the class definition file (or a series of command lines) and
the class has been saved and compiled successfully, the user can create a customized simulation
environment using the GOOSE Environment Builder. Recompilation is necessary only if a class
definition is changed. Once a class definition is changed, only that class needs to be recompiled;
then the Environment Builder is used to relink the classes into an executable Runtime
Environment.

BUILDING A SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The Environment Builder is used to create a simulation environment for building models
from the classes defined and compiled with the Class Developer. The include command specifies
the class definitions that need to be included in the environment being created. All other necessary
files and class definitions will be loaded automatically by GOOSE. The build or buildsm
commands actually create the environment in an executable file. The build command includes all
the plotting libraries required for dynamic plots and graphical user interfaces. The buildsm (small
model) command includes only a nondynamic plotting package.

CREATING A MODEL

In GOOSE, a model is a combination of defined objects. A user can create, delete, edit, and
connect objects and can save, load, and reset the model in the Runtime Environment. Each object
belongs to a "class." All objects within a class share a common "data structure" and "behavior."
In the definition of a class, the data structure includes the variables on which the class depends;
these variables are called "slots." The functions that implement the behavior of the class are called
"methods." To manipulate an object, a "message" has to be sent to the object to execute a method.
The syntax [object message] is used to send a message to an object.

To execute the simulation environment created with the Environment Builder, one would
enter the name of the executable file at the monitor prompt. The Runtime Environment can read
commands from the command line or from a command file.

GOOSE SAMPLE PROGRAM

In this section, an illustration is presented that uses GOOSE to produce a simple model of a
Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). This model consists of the point kinetics
equations with an averaged delayed neutron group. Reactivity changes in this model are due to
external input from control rod motion and to internal effects caused by changes in the temperature
of both the fuel and the moderator (coolant). The primary system is represented by state equations



describing the dynamics of the fuel and moderator temperatures. The fuel and the moderator are
each modeled in three nodes. The heat capacity of the clad is neglected, and an average heat
transfer coefficient between the fuel and moderator is used. This model does not include the
pressurizer, steam generator, or primary pumps effects.

The GOOSE model consists of five classes:

1) ReactCore represents the point kinetics equations,
2) React Feed Back represents the reactivity feedback due to changes in the

fuel and moderator temperatures,
3) React Mode represents one node for the fuel and one node for the

moderator temperatures,
4) HPRTW represents the moderator inlet parameters, and
5) ReactPi represents a proportional-integral (PI) controller.

Figure 1 is a diagram of the PWR model. Each box in the figure represents an object in the
model and belongs to one of the five classes described above. Three objects of the ReactMode
class represent the fuel and moderator nodes. The arrows represent the connections between the
objects. The objects in the diagram are created and connected in the Runtime Environment.

Figure 2 shows a PWR model example transient, a 15-second ramp decrease in neutron
power set point, from 100 to 90%, using a PI rod controller.

CLASS DEFINITION

The following is the class definition file for the class ReactCore.

HEADER
// —- ReactCore ACP LIBRARY
// —- M. Abdalla, L. Guimaraes, C. March-Leuba, DJ. Nypaver D. Ugolini
/ / — ORNL P.O.Box 2008 MS 6010 Oak Ridge TN 37831-6010
END

DESCRIBE
Reactor Core Model. Point Kinetics with one Delay Group.
END

CLASS ReactCore

SLOTS
betal real rw "Delay Neutron fract 1" nondim
beta2 real rw "Delay Neutron fract 2" nondim
beta3 real rw "Delay Neutron fract 3" nondim
beta4 real rw "Delay Neutron fract 4" nondim
beta5 real rw "Delay Neutron fract 5" nondim
beta6 real rw "Delay Neutron fract 6" nondim
betat real rw "Delay Neutron fract T" nondim
lamdal real rw "Delay Neutron Decay 1" 1/s
Iamda2 real rw "Delay Neutron Decay 2" 1/s
Iamda3 real rw "Delay Neutron Decay 3" 1/s
Iamda4 real rw "Delay Neutron Decay 4" 1/s



Iamda5
Iamda6
lamda
ngt
pcor
ppcor
pcorO
dpcor
watt
wattO
c
cO
dc
urho
urod

EXTERNAL
rod
rho

END

real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real

rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw
rw

object rw
object rw

real
real

rw
rw

"Delay Neutron Decay 5"
"Delay Neutron Decay 6"
"Delay Neutron Decay T"
"Neutron Generation Time"
"Normalized Power"
"Percentage of Power"
"Pcor Initial"
"Pcor Deriv"
"Core Power"
"Core Power Initial"
"Normalized Precursor"
"Normalized Precursor Initial"
"Normalized Precursor Deriv"

"Rod Reactivity"
"Reactivity"

1/s
1/s
1/s
sec
nondim
nondim
nondim
1/s
W
W
nondim
nondim
1/s

nondim
nondim

INITMETHOD init
betal = .000209,beta2 = .001414,beta3 = .001309;
beta4 = .002727,beta5 = .000925,beta6 =.000314;
betat = betal+beta2+beta3+beta4+beta5+beta6;
lamdal = .0125,lamda2 = .O3O8,lamda3 = .114;
Iamda4 = .307 ,lamda5 = 1.19 ,lamda6 = 3.19;
lamda = betat/(betal/lamdal + beta2/lamda2 + beta3/lamda3

+ beta4/lamda4 + beta5/lamda5 + beta6/lamda6);
ngt = 17.9e-6;
pcorO=1. ,wattO=3436.e6;
cO = betat*pcorO/(ngt*lamda);

END

VALIDATE
urho responds to rho
urod respondsto rod

END

DERIVMETHOD deriv 1
watt = wattO*pcor;

OUTPUTS
watt

END

DERIVMETHOD deriv2
dpcor = ([urho rho] + [urod rod] - betat)*pcor/ngt + lamda*c ;
dc = betat*pcor/ngt - lamda*c ;

INTEGRATE
pcor dpcorpcorO
c dc cO

INPUTS
urho.rho urod.rod

END



DYNAMETHOD dynal
ppcor=pcor*l(X).;

END

DIGIMETHODdigil
printfO'executing digimethodW1);

SAMPLING
si

DTIME
dtimel

END

save

The optional HEADER section consists of text to be included at the beginning of the
Objective-C source files created by the Class Developer.

The optional DESCRIBE section consists of one or more lines of text describing the class
being defined. This text is included in the online help file automatically generated for the class by
the Class Developer.

The CLASS statement identifies the name of the class being defined.

The structure of a class is established through slot definitions found in the SLOTS section.
Each slot definition includes a slot or variable name, a data type specification (integer, real, string
or object), user accessibility ("rw" = read & write, "r"= read, "w"= write, "*"=none), and two
optional fields: a prompt or description field and a units specification field for use in the runtime
user interface. The optional EXTERNAL subsection declares the data types of slots to be
referenced in other objects not (necessarily) in the class being defined. The optional INTERNAL
subsection provides the user with the ability to write Objective-C code which declares variables,
include statements, etc., referenced by only the class being defined.

The INITMETHOD section defines the source code for initializing objects of the current
class. In between the section header and END is Objective-C code. More than one
INITMETHOD can be defined. Optional INPUTS and OUTPUTS sections for the initial
method can also be specified. The INPUTS and OUTPUTS are used by the GOOSE runtime
environment to determine the order of execution of the list of INITMETHODs for all the objects
in a model.

The DERFVMETHOD section defines the source code for derivatives of the state
variables. The GOOSE runtime environment will execute the derivative method section whenever
the time derivatives of the components of a model are required. The optional INPUTS subsection
specifies a list of object slots used as inputs by the method being defined. A list of OUTPUTS
may also be similarly specified. Any derivative method defined in a model which has slots that are
OUTPUTS will be executed before the derivative methods in the model that use those slots as
INPUTS. If GOOSE cannot sort the inputs and outputs so that the inputs are defined before they
are referenced by the outputs, GOOSE informs the user that a circularity error exists. The optional
INTEGRATE subsection provides information for the differential equation solver. It requires the
slots that the differential equation solver will integrate, the slots that represent the time derivative,
and the slots (or constants) that contain the initial values.



The optional VALIDATE section specifies a list of validation rules that apply to objects of
the defined class during runtime. The validation rules ensure that objects in the model are
interconnected properly. The subclass rule specifies that the named object must be connected to
another object that belongs to the specified subclass. Other available validation rules include
notnil, which means the object must be connected to something; class, which indicates that the
connected object must be a member of the named class; and respondsto, which specifies that the
connected object must be able to respond to or return a value for the given slot or method. There
can be as many validation rules as necessary for a class.

The DYNAMETHOD section includes statements that are to be executed at each
communication interval and can have optional INPUTS and OUTPUTS sections. This method
is commonly used for interfacing with dynamic plots and graphical user interfaces.

The DIGIMETHOD section includes statements that are to be executed at each specified
sampling interval and can have optional INPUTS and OUTPUTS sections. The
DIGIMETHOD has a required SAMPLING and DTIME section. The code defined in the
DIGIMETHOD will be executed at each time interval that the sampling variable is set to. The
DTIME variable is used by the method to keep track of the last sampling time. A digital method
could be used as a communication device that needs responses at a given sampling time, not
necessarily each computation step. This method can be used for interprocess communication,
scheduling, and interrupting the simulation for other communication needs.

CLASS DEVELOPER

The Class Developer reads the class definition file, ReactCore, shown above and converts it
into Objective-C and GOOSE files. The class is then compiled to be built into a simulation
environment. Following are the results shown on the computer monitor (boldface type indicates
user input) of the Class Developer creating the class ReactCore.

[icacpl9 pwr] cldev9

(Type 'help' for help)

<cldev9> read ReactCore.cd

Class ReactCore saved (.h, .m, .1 and .def files)

<cldev9> compile

objcc -DSUN -postLink -I/usr6/users/AC?/simul/verl.4 -I${DVHOME}/include
-Vusr/openwin/include -g -c ReactCore.m

Objective-C Version 4.3
Copyright 1988,1989,1990 The Stepstone Corporation. All rights reserved.

<cldev9> exit

ENVIRONMENT BUILDER

The Environment Builder is used to generate an executable Runtime Environment. Below
are the results of invoking the Environment Builder at the monitor prompt and issuing commands



to include the classes needed for the PWR model. The included classes are built into the Runtime
Environment pwr.

[icacpl9 pwr] bldenv2

(Type 'help' for help)

<bldenv2> include HPRTW ReactFeedBack ReactPi ReactCore ReactMode

<bldenv2> build pwr

Building GOOSE Environment on file 'pwr'...

/usr6/users/ACP/simul/verl.4/buildeRV -o pwr HPRTW.o ReactFeedBack.o ReactPi.o
ReactCore.o ReactMode.o

The attempt to build the GOOSE Environment 'pwr' is complete.

<bldenv2> exit

RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT

Following is the command file, pwr.ami, which will be read into the Runtime Environment.

echo on

# model of the Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor
#
create core ReactCore
create pirod ReactPi
create fbcore ReactFeedBack
create ml ReactMode tfO= 809.31 tmO= 286.35 tmoutO= 291.73 root=3.e9
create m2 ReactMode tfO= 819.09 tmO= 296.62 tmoutO= 301.52 root=2.6e9
create m3 ReactMode tfO= 828.87 tmO= 306.39 tmoutO= 311.39 root=2.2e9
create Ipln HPRTW tl= 281.94 wl= 19852.1 rl=761.57 hl=1241.5e3 pl=15.51
connect core urho=fbcore
connect core urod=pirod
connect pirod core=core
connect fbcore mod 1=m 1
connect fbcore mod2=m2
connect fbcore mod3=m3
connect ml uwatt=core
connect ml ce=lpln
connect m2 uwatt=core
connect m2 ce=ml
connect m3 uwatt=core
connect m3 ce=m2
initialize model
edit pirod kc=.01 i0=0. spoint=.9
edit core si =.5



tstart = 0.
tend = 7.
dt = 1 .
output from core ppcor
hold from core ppcor
show core

The create command creates new objects to be included in the model. The connect command
establishes a one-way connection between two objects. This command enables one object to be
"aware" of another object.

The initialize model command causes all the EVITMETHODs for all the objects in the
model to be executed and sets the state variables to their initial values. Note that if validation rules
have been defined for any of the classes of any of the objects in the model, the validation rules are
automatically checked before any initialization takes place. If any validation rule fails, an error
message is produced and the initialization process is terminated. Individual initial methods can be
executed by sending an object its initialize message, which is the name of its INITMETHOD.
For example, send core init would send the object core the message init and cause the
INITMETHOD to be executed. One could also type initialize core. More than one object can be
initialized with the initialize command.

The edit command modifies the values of the named slots. The output command establishes
a list of values that can be displayed after each time step. Similarly, the command hold establishes
a list of values to be saved or held after each time step. Values are plotted with the plot command,
but they cannot be plotted if they have not been put in the hold list with the hold command. The
global variables, tstart, tend, and dt set the values of the starting time, the ending time, and the
computation interval. The show command displays the values of the requested slots. The run
command initiates the simulation run. Then for each time step, the underlying system of
differential equations is integrated, and values of the slots specified with the output command are
displayed. Also, values of slots to be held are stored in the hold list.

Turning echo on tells the Runtime Environment to echo the command file (the numbered
lines being printed). This verbose flag is off by default.

In the simulation environment, pwr commands are read from the file pwr.cmd. The run
command starts the simulation run. Following are the GOOSE printouts when demoenv is
invoked at the monitor prompt and the command file is read.

[icacpl9 pwr] pwr

(Type 'help1 for help)

<pwr> read pwr.cmd

Echo is On.
2.
3. # model of the Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor
4. #
5. create core ReactCore
6. create pirod ReactPi
7. create fbcore ReactFeedBack



8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

ReactMode tfO= 809.31 tmO= 286.35 tmoutO= 291.73 root
ReactMode tfO= 819.09 tmO= 296.62 tmoutO= 301.52 root=2.
ReactMode tfO= 828.87 tm0= 306.39 tmout0= 311.39 root=2.
HPRTW tl= 281.94 wl= 19852.1 rl=761.57 hl=1241.5e3

urho=fbcore
urod=pirod
core=core
modl=ml
mod2=m2
mod3=m3
uwatt=core
ce=lpln
uwatt=core
ce=ml
uwatt=core
ce=m2

create ml
create m2
create m3
create lpln

connect core
connect core
connect pirod
connect fbcore
connect fbcore
connect fbcore
connect ml
connect m1
connect m2
connect m2
connect m3
connect m3

initialize model
Validating...
Done
Sorting ...

Done.
Initializing...
Done.

edit pirod kc=.01 i0=0. spoint=.9
edit core sl=.5
tstart = 0.
tend = 7.
dt = 1 .

output from core ppcor
hold from core ppcor
show core

* core

core: CLASS = ReactCore
beta3 =0.001309
beta6 = 0.000314
Ianda2 = 0.0308
Ianda5 = 1.19
ngt=1.79e-05
ppcor = 0
wattO = 3.436e+09
dc = 0
rod = 0
dtimel = 0

betal = 0.000209
beta4 = 0.002727
betat = 0.006898
Ianda3 =0.114
Ianda6 = 3.19
pcor = 0
dpcor = 0
c = 0
urho = fbcore
rho = 0

beta2 = 0.001414
beta5 = 0.000925
landal = 0.0125
Ianda4 = 0.307
landa = 0.0822463
pcorO = 1
watt = 0
cO = 4685.48
urod = pirod
si = 0.5

<pwr> run
Sorting...



Done.

Sorting ...

Done.

Press <RETURN> to pause ...

executing digimethod
1. T:0 CORE ppcor: 100

executing digimethod
executing digimethod

2. T: 1 CORE ppcor: 92.77
executing digimethod
executing digimethod

300. T: 299 CORE ppcor: 90.00
executing digimethod
executing digimethod

301. T:300 CORE ppcor: 90.00

<pwr> plot from t from core ppcor
plotTG: Attempting TempleGraph connection
plotTG: Sending new data ...
plotTG: 1 of 1 curves successfully sent.
plotTG: Defining axis labels and title ...
plotTG: Resetting autoupdate ...
plotTG: TempleGraph connection closed.

<pwr> exit

LIBRARY OF NUCLEAR REACTOR COMPONENTS

Effons are ongoing to develop a Modular Power Plant (MPP) library2-3 of nuclear reactor
component models. The most important characteristics of this library are modularity, with
different levels of model complexity; and generality, so that different reactor designs can be
simulated. GOOSE and the MPP library have been used to simulate the Westinghouse
Pressurized Water Reactor, the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor, and the Canadian Deuterium
Uranium Reactor.

LATEST ENHANCEMENTS

GOOSE Version 1.4 has several new enhancements. The "WHENDO" method allows the
user to interact with the differential equation solver when roots are found. A user can also define
and recall macros. Many graphical user interfaces have also been added to GOOSE including
dynamic strip charts of model components. The user also has a choice of using either the complex
Livermore differential equation solver Isodar or the simpler Euler method. GOOSE Version 1.4
has also been ported to personal computers. We are also developing a general library of GOOSE



classes that users can include in their environment These classes include a plotting package, a real-
time simulator, and a Jacobian matrix solver.
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Figure 1. GOOSE block diagram of the simulated Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor.
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Figure 2. Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor model example transient: 15-second ramp
decrease in neutron power set point using proportional-integral control.


